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“If you want to know what it means to be alive, look at a farm. A farm is not only one of the most
ancient, and certainly one of the most beautiful ways of life on this planet. It is also a mirror. As you
can see, farmers don’t get too excited by either their own success or lack of it: they only look at the
mirror in which they see themselves. That is what they live by and it is an idyllic life” – Alfons Huxley
Explore the beautifully crafted world of The Angry Farm and help the neighbors! You will find many
quirky animals who will give you a helping hand. A variety of challenging levels will make you play
Angry Farm like never before. Visit lush forests, breathtaking mountains and verdant valleys. Walk

around the farm and see all the animals, trees and hillsides to discover. Use your time to enjoy or to
use as much as you can, make your choices. Come visit the Angry Farm! The original Angry Farm
invites you to show a kindness towards the animals and help them to live a happy life. Discover

many nice features including animation, a colorful and lively pixel art style, a wide range of
customization options, a wide selection of characters and a huge variety of gameplay levels. Collect

20 different animals from the diverse and beautiful farm for different achievements. Help the
animals of the farm to reach their happiness level and bring smiles to their faces by killing all the

creatures. You will also collect numerous items for a deeper gameplay experience. The Angry Farm is
intended to entertain all ages with its fun graphics and addictive gameplay. The Angry Farm is an

indie game developed by Mr Litschek. Angry Farm was founded in 2014 by Guy Litschek and Anton
Litschek. It was released in May 2015 by Fivesyndicate Games. Angry Farm has received positive

reviews. Features: High quality pixel art graphics that offers a unique experience A huge variety of
gameplay levels, each one more engaging and challenging than the one before A wide selection of

customization options Dynamic music, sound effects, and music videos Beautiful and friendly
characters from cute to fiendish Scenes and characters inspired by films Multiple endings that will

keep you hooked Ideal to make your time pass. Being blessed with a good sense of humor, Mr
Litschek released the Angry Farm which transports us to the beautiful game
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Easy to play: Burn through the levels one by one and unlock more characters as you go.
Memory game fun: Compete with friends by strategically memorizing levels.
Detail-oriented game play: Scour every single level for hidden Easter Eggs.

Boring if done right: Unique soundtrack. Easy to play. A perfect antidote to your day.
How to play: Use the mouse to control your colored flame. There are four choices in play.

Play on our website.
Play on your mobile device.
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